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NEW FOR 2021 – LIVE & ZOOM CLASS
YEAR LONG INSTRUCTION
TWO WEEKENDS PER MONTH
MINIMUM OF 400 HOURS
INTENSIVE COLLEGE LEVEL CLASS, AFFORDABLE TUITION
SOME ONSITE TRAINING REQ’D FOR ZOOM STUDENTS
REFLEXOLOGY WITH TCM, 3 DAY BUSINESS CLASS
ETHICS CLASS
SILVER DIPLOMA UPON COMPLETION
ENROLLMENT DEADLINE DECEMBER 1, 2020
MAIN INSTRUCTOR:
Lila M. Mueller, CRR, ART (Regd), NBCR
ROHES2011@gmail.com
This is a section of the 40
mile hiking trail on The Miami
and Erie Canal in St. Mary's,
OH. It was a 274-mile canal that
ran from Cincinnati to Toledo,
Ohio, creating a water route between the Ohio River and Lake
Erie.
Construction on the canal
began in 1825 and was completed in 1845 at a cost to the state
government of $8,062,680.07. At
its peak, it included 19 aqueducts,
three guard locks, 103 canal
locks, multiple feeder canals, and
a few man-made water reservoirs. The canal climbed 395 feet
above Lake Erie and 513 feet
above the Ohio River to reach a
topographical peak called the
Loramie Summit, which extended
19 miles between New Bremen,
Ohio to lock 1-S in Lockington,
north of Piqua, Ohio.
Boats up to 80 feet long
were towed along the canal by
mules, horses, and oxen walking
on a prepared towpath along the
bank, at a rate of four to five
miles per hour.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Debbie Hitt, NBCR (OH)
“Look closely at the present you are constructing.
It should look like the future you are dreaming.” By Amy Walker
This year has been a year like no other and the RAA Board carefully considered all options relative to
the conference. Due to a variety of concerns relative to safety, the RAA Board made the decision to move
the RAA 2021 Conference, “Bridging Connections Through Reflexology,” from a face to face conference to
an all virtual one. While we are disappointed that we are not meeting face to face, we are excited about the
opportunities that a virtual conference will provide us.
We are also thrilled that all of the original, amazing presenters have agreed to participate:

Ko Tan

Christine Issel

Lorraine Senior

Greg Irwin

Jane Sheehan

Stefanie Sabounchian

Geraldine Villeneuve

The RAA Conference Committee is continuing the planning and working through the logistics of hosting
a digital conference. Several individuals are currently evaluating the best digital platform that would provide
more flexibility for the conference and potentially future digital opportunities. We are very excited about the
opportunities for networking as well. Be sure to save the dates: April 23 – 25, 2021 and stay tuned for
more information coming your way soon!
We also wanted to provide you an update on the various activities of the RAA organization.
Strategy:
RAA continues to focus on strategy to continue to build a stronger organization to support states and
members across the country and takes into account aspects including, but not limited to, financial strength,
raising awareness, educating the public, and improving member benefits.
RAA continues to participate in the World Reflexology Consortium and is learning from other organizations so that we can evaluate options. There are many goals of the group to include looking at definitions,
mission statements and opportunities to learn from each other. Given the current circumstances, the members of the consortium have decided to put meetings on hold until January, 2021 to permit all organizations
to focus on supporting their members. More to come in early 2021.
Membership:
RAA Membership Committee has been very proactive and continues brainstorming numerous ways to
support members including additional benefits. The team has created a new “Discover Reflexology” brochure for purchase – contact the RAA office for more information. Along with the Public Relations Committee, there is a team effort to evaluate opportunities to meet digitally for “coffee chats” or meet and greets.
The possibilities are endless.
The wonderful Administrative Assistants, Amy Ito and Jasmin Jahal, continue to evaluate better ways to
keep members informed regarding membership upgrades, renewals, and always are focused on providing
great service.
On another note, the RAA board is pleased to share that the percentage of Professional members
remains consistent and that members continue to upgrade their membership level as continuing education
hours are completed.
Professional: Members with 300 hours/180 in class hours
Associate: Supporter; Student; School; and Practitioner memberships require 200 hours/120 hours
in class
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Education Committee:

RAA Education Committee completed a lot of research to compile a list of schools in the US, their curriculum hours, and contact information which will expedite the processing of new membership applications
or upgrades. The committee will continue to evaluate opportunities to earn additional in class hours.
Legislative Committee:
The Legislation Committee hasn’t seen as much activity this year given the COVID slow down; however, we anticipate the activity to pick up in 2021 as there are known proposed bills that we believe will gain
momentum. We encourage members to set up google alerts for reflexology and massage.
Conference Committee:
The Conference Committee has worked with each of the speakers and all seven are returning for
2021. Efforts are underway to determine sponsorships, digital platform, auctions, networking, and so much
more. Stay tuned for updates coming soon.
Affiliation Committee:
The Affiliation Committee supports states that are affiliated, along with those who are considering
affiliation. Additionally, the Affiliation Committee created the State Association Presidents’ Meeting which
meets every other month to discuss topics that are of interest to the state associations; i.e., not for profit
organization, tax requirements, training, along with other topics of interest. The meeting continues to
evolve with the goal of having all state presidents (or a representative of the board) attending to continue
building the communication channels and providing support across all states.
Website Committee:
The Website Committee completed significant research to provide a more user friendly platform to improve access, direct campaigns to members, provide the ability for members to better manage their profile
and add information including education. We are in the final stages of testing and hope to begin rolling out
the new functionality on an iterative basis. The new platform will also streamline current functions that take
hours to meet and the vendor is continuing to expand their offerings.
Public Relations:
The Public Relations Committee is working to create a PR calendar and also looking at a variety of
opportunities to share information, meet the board members, and provide engagement and/or networking
opportunities for members.
Financial Reporting*:
The RAA Board has a fiduciary responsibility to members and as such has focused on the RAA budget and expenses. We are pleased to report that for the 2019 to 2020 fiscal year, RAA was in the black. The
RAA Board continues to make business minded choices based on the need and the financial forecast.
The RAA Board is looking forward to a great year for 2020-2021 and we would love to hear from you.
If you have any suggestions or would like to share your thoughts – please reach out to us.
I would also like to thank the RAA board members for their time, effort, and commitment to the organization and members.
Best wishes for you,
Debbie
*Financial Reporting will be sent out via email along with the annual report.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

From the Editor
Karen Kirts, NBCR (OH)

President
Debbie Hitt (OH)
RAAPres@reflexology-usa.org

Dear Readers,

Vice President

Happy Fall! I am so enjoying the beautiful fall

Melody Pearson (IL)
RAAVP@reflexology-usa.org

colors that trees, flowers, and bushes are unveiling.
This summer Susan Wilhelm and I started

Treasurer
Stefanie Sabounchian (CA)
RAATreasurer@reflexology-usa.org

trading reflexology every Monday in her beautiful,

Secretary

wonderful, except that by Thursdays, I was saying

Michele Melnick (IL)
RAAsecretary@reflexology-usa.org

to myself, “Is it Monday yet?”

shady, private, secluded backyard. It has been

Since she retired from practicing reflexology,

Directors

although she is keeping her yoga studio, I rented

Amy Morrison
AmyMorrison@reflexology-usa.org

the office space when she left. So, as of August, for

Wendy Decker (ME)
WendyDecker@reflexology-usa.org

I can just show up, welcome, and help all my lovely,

the first time, I have my own separate office, where
new reflexology clients.

RAA COMMITTEE CHAIRS

I want to send condolences to the family and
many, many students of Dwight Byers. We have

Affiliation:
Delegate Assembly Liaison: Melody Pearson
Education: Michele Melnick
Elections & Nominations: Amy Morrison
Ethics & Grievances: Melody Pearson
Leadership Training:
Conference/Events: Stefanie Sabounchian
Legislative: Debbie Hitt
Membership & Benefits: Melody Pearson
Public Relations: Amy Morrison
Technology/Website: Wendy Decker

RAA Magazine is published by:
Reflexology Association of America
Contact: www.reflexology-usa.org
InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org
Phone: 608-571-5053

listed several remembrances starting on page 18.
I want to send my ‘Gratitude’ to Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, who helped make it possible for women
reflexologists to own our own businesses and many
other blessings.

Peace and love!

Definition of Reflexology
Reflexology, an integrative health practice,
maps a reflection of the body predominately
on the feet, hands and outer ears. It uses
unique manual techniques to deliver pressure to neural pathways assisting the body to
function optimally.
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FROM THE CLASSROOM A new column from the RAA Education Committee
The RAA Education Committee welcomes submissions for this
new column from educators,
NCRE Board members, students,
and all reflexologists who’d like
to share something about a CE
class they’ve taken or given.

for those ARCB-Certified before
April 1, 2020. That’s reason
enough for becoming an ARCB
Certificant, as well as for joining
your state organization.

taking. I created a 100-question
test largely from previous quizzes,
and instructed them to sit at home
at a desk as they might in the hotel
conference room where the ARCB
Back to my students. A cou- test would be given.
Initial submission by Linda
ple of them aced their A&P portion,
No music, phone off, no disFrank, RF, NBCR, Reflexology
and
all
of
them
earned
B
to
B+
tractions.
I suggested they find a
Certification Program Director @
grades on the reflexology portion.
fragrance they liked that they could
The Northwest Academy for the
As their instructor, I am overjoyed
use as a powerful “cue” for relaxaHealing Arts in Tacoma, WA;
at
their
success.
Two
of
them
–
as
tion. Perhaps a soap they could
NCRE Certified Reflexology
well as a student from another pro- wash their hands with before their
Educator.
gram who audited my class for
practice test and again just before
My students recently reA&P review after not quite passing the ARCB exam, or select an esceived their ARCB test results.
the exam previously – told me they sential oil they might inhale in pracThey needed to pass the exam not
had extreme test anxiety. One altice tests and again before the
“just” to get their National Certificamost didn’t enroll in my Certification ARCB test. Christine Freeland, in
tion process started, but also to be
program upon hearing that he
a test-tips & review class years
able to practice reflexology in WA
would need to pass a 300-question ago. I also found A&P practice exState. When WA opted to mandate
state exam (he was one of the two ams that I put together into a 300Certification for reflexologists, they
who scored in the 90’s on the A&P question exam so my students
selected the ARCB exam as their
portion of ARCB’s exam).
could experience pacing themtesting instrument since it’s a psyI think that a lot of success selves through 100 questions an
chometrically-valid exam.
with the ARCB exam – and really, hour for three hours.
I put the word “just,” above,
with any exam – is a student’s
For all RAA members
in quotation marks because getting
“relationship” with the exam. I was who’ve not yet taken your ARCB
ARCB National Certification has
fortunate to have a Mother who in- exam, I encourage you to have fun
become increasingly important as
stilled in me at a very early age an with the material. Make flash cards
states and other jurisdictions have
almost-fondness for tests. Mom
from the booklet material. Find a
been aiming to put reflexology unencouraged me and my siblings to study buddy. If there’s no one in
der the banner of massage theraview tests with a measure of curiyour immediate geographic area to
py. In some cases (the state of MD
osity -- as an exciting way to disstudy with, feel free to email me
is one), the Maryland Reflexology
cover what we’d learned. The night and if I get emails from students in
Association (MDRA) was able to
before an exam, my Mom would
other geographic areas, I’d be hapget an exemption from newlyadvocate going out to play and get- py to connect you for some Zoom
mandated massage requirements
ting a good night sleep, underscor- partnering. Pace yourself on the
in certain jurisdictions for all its
ing that cramming was futile beexam, and enjoy the process of
ARCB Nationally Certified reflexolcause we already knew what we
finding out what you know! linogists by referencing the applicaknew, so any information jammed da@reflexologyforbetterhealth.com
tion of standard statistical and
in at the last minute was unlikely to
Please send your submismathematical techniques in develstay around for the test.
sions
of
500-800 words to RAA
oping and grading a test and other
I shared this attitude with
Education Committee Chair,
ARCB certification requirements.
my students, encouraging them to Michele Melnick at michelDitto for the whole state of North
Carolina, though unfortunately only practice getting comfortable at test emelnick@reflexology-usa.org
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THE SHOULDERS WE STAND ON
Celebrating RAA’s 25th Anniversary
Contributed by Amy Morrison (VA)
November 2020 marks the 25th anniversary of RAA - 25 years of thriving and striving as a community of
reflexologists across the United States. We are able to practice our passion today thanks to those who
have paved the reflexology path before us. In honor of those people I would like to highlight the past presidents of RAA. We asked:
- What does RAA mean to you?
- Why is it important that we continue to thrive and strive to make
reflexology important in our respective communities across the
country?
- What advice would you give to current or prospective members?


What is RAA’s biggest/best strength?



Here is what our leaders had to say:

Judy Castro, President 1994-1995
- What does RAA mean to you?
An important organization that bands reflexologists together and informs the reflexology community of all
the different protocols to help clients with their particular challenges. RAA keeps us informed of the different areas that are important to the field of reflexology; i.e., legislation, education, business practices,
teaching practices, new modalities to enhance reflexology, state reflexology news, and different aspects
of how to improve your business.
- Why is it important that we continue to thrive and strive to make reflexology important in our
respective communities across the country?
To me, there is no greater healing modality than reflexology. Reflexology is the greatest healing modality
on the planet. If we were able to do reflexology on every single being on the planet, we would not have
wars.
- What advice would you give to current or prospective members?
Keep honing your craft in reflexology. Get in tune with your body, clean out your negative junk (do not
think of your problems because you are energetically dumping into that person, and they come away from
the session with your problems for two to three months). Stay in a state of prayer and bless the person
who you are doing reflexology on so they will benefit from a clean session that works on them, alleviating
their challenges to the highest degree. Do reflexology on yourself two to three times a week and receive
reflexology from another reflexologist. I have received seven awards for Best Reflexologist following
these and other practices. I treat my clients like they are jewels and am very involved in helping them heal
themselves of their challenges.
- What is RAA’s biggest/best strength?
The union of all of its members, officers, and community outreaching to each other with their successes
and education.
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(Continued from page 8)

Dave Jenkins, President 1995-1996
-- What does RAA mean to you?
I was one of the founding members of RAA so, from that standpoint alone, I'm
proud to see how the organization has grown and matured. From the beginning, our goal was to form an organization that would represent and protect the
interests of reflexologists across the country, and it means a great deal to me
to see how that goal is being put into action. I see the struggle in some states,
fighting for the rights of reflexologists to practice independently, and I'm very
happy to see the united stand that RAA has taken in this fight.
- Why is it important that we continue to thrive and strive to make reflexology important in our
respective communities across the country?

We are a valuable asset to our communities, especially now, during this pandemic. I wasn't able to practice from March through June, and I was constantly getting texts and emails from my clients asking when
I was going to reopen. Our communities are under tremendous stress right now, and reflexology is a
great aid in helping people deal with that stress. I don't think that it's a matter of making reflexology important in our communities, but rather educating the public as to how important reflexology is.
- What advice would you give to current or prospective members?
Stick with it, find your niche, and don't listen to the naysayers. I would also strongly recommend taking
some business classes or at least studying some books on business practices and marketing. Find a
business strategy that fits you, your area, and the demographics you want to reach. This is not one size
fits all. I can't count the times that someone told me what I "should" be doing. Then a good friend came
up with the perfect response; "Don't 'should' on me!" Finally, don't become so invested with your business
plan that you resist changing it. Circumstances change and if you resist changing with those circumstances, you may find yourself out of business.
- What is RAA’s biggest/best strength?
Unity. Bringing practitioners from around the country together for a common purpose. They say that there
is strength in numbers. That's only partially true. True strength comes from the unity of those numbers
working for a common goal.

Maggie Davis, President 1999-2000
I found out about the Reflexology Association of America while completing my
training at the International Institute of Reflexology.
I am so grateful that this organization exists to support reflexologists, provides
continuing education in the form of national conferences and contributes to the
profession’s legitimacy.
The conferences also provide a place for me to gather with other reflexologists
(since there are not many in my area) and share our knowledge, experience
and expertise.
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Alison Gringras, President 2010-2012
-What does RAA mean to you?
RAA is the professional membership organization for the field of reflexology. It
sets the standards through its levels of membership and unifies the profession.
RAA supports state associations and individuals by providing opportunities for
networking, sharing of information, and continuing education through the quarterly magazine, leadership training, and the biennial conference. The Delegate Assembly arm of the association gives the state associations a voice in the organization and provides an opportunity for both support and the sharing of information on the current state of affairs at the local level with colleagues in other parts of the country.

- Why is it important that we continue to thrive and strive to make reflexology important in our
respective communities across the country?
Reflexology is easily accessible and an effective treatment for numerous imbalances of the body. It can
correct, improve, or bring relief to many common ailments. Reflexology is easily taught for use as selfhelp and it can be practiced anywhere. In these times of stress and uncertainty, the public needs reflexology more than ever. We should all do our best to remove the mystery of it and strive to make it a household term.

- What advice would you give to current or prospective members?

My advice is to get involved at both the state and the national level. You will meet new people and your
outlook will expand. Be open to the possibilities; you will not regret it!
- What is RAA's biggest/best strength? Hands down, it's the members.

Brenda Makowsky, President 2012-2015
I have always followed the famous adage "The whole is greater than the
sum of its parts". State associations are meaningful and carry voices at a
local level, but when brought together as a collective, there is an even greater value. The Reflexology Association of America is the entity that connects
state associations plus individual memberships into a greater nationwide
presence. Together the profession stands broader, stronger and wiser.
The Reflexology Association of America’s mission statement is a strong one.
It is on the website and something I read quarterly while serving. I invite
members to review it and own the words.
Elevation within the profession can happen when members expect more and
seek help from leadership to make it so.
The Reflexology Association of America’s biggest strength is you.
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Mia Earl, President 2015-2016

With a servant’s heart, I am grateful to have served as a Reflexology Association of America (RAA) president during the 25-year history of RAA. When I reflect on serving, integrity and inclusive leadership are important as we continue
to thrive and survive to make reflexology impactful in our respective communities. I believe that integrity is the core quality of a successful organization.
“Integrity means following your moral or ethical convictions and doing the right
thing in all circumstances, even if no one is watching you. Having integrity means you are true to yourself and would do nothing that demeans or dishonors you or someone else.”
Therefore, inclusive leadership includes leaders who are aware of their own
biases and preferences, who actively seek out and consider different views
and perspectives to inform better decision-making. Inclusive leaders are people-oriented, great listeners, able to tap into the talents and motivations of their members. They are patient, understanding, soft-spoken, and genuinely interested in others to embrace change.
It is my sincere desire that RAA would appreciate all the past contributions to the profession of reflexology and RAA would move into the future with commitment and honesty that encourages
open communication between members that leads to effective relationships in the organization to ensure
success for all.
Happy 25th Anniversary to RAA!

Karen Ball, President 2016-2017
I can almost remember the day I decided it was time to expand my horizons as far
as my reflexology life went. Up until that time, my focus had been on building my
clinical practice and my school, the Academy of Ancient Reflexology. I had just
received my second request to run for the RAA board and decided it was time to
give back on a broader scale than I had been with individuals, clients and students.
It’s almost embarrassing to admit, but it wasn’t until I took a position with the RAA
board that I fully realized the importance of member associations. Other than paying for my professional and school memberships with RAA each year, I honestly
hadn’t given it much thought.

It was during my five years on the board that I realized something: Reflexology will
likely never receive the recognition and credibility it rightly deserves, along with
separate state licensing, until robust member associations at the national and state levels exist.
Our field already has two of the three elements that define a full-fledged profession in operation: an independent certifying agency (ARCB), and an organization that exists to clarify teaching and educational
standards (NCRE). And yes, we do have member associations. However, their membership numbers in
no way match the number of people professionally practicing in the US. What is needed now, more than
ever, as more and more state governments challenge our right to work are more professionals joining our
organizations. We need to show that we are a number to be reckoned with if we want to play ‘in the
sandbox’ with the ‘big kids.’
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The number one reason I think it is important that reflexology thrives is so that this amazing therapy can
continue to be offered to our communities by qualified, vetted practitioners. I could go on and on about
the benefits reflexology bestows but I would be preaching to the choir here! Inadequately trained practitioners will find it difficult to produce the health-bestowing results targeted reflexology techniques can.
Without positive changes, reflexology may be downplayed from a remarkable healing modality to that of
just a ‘feel-good foot rub.’
I don’t know about you, but I wouldn’t want to think of a world without the amazing healing properties of
our science.

Debbie Hitt, President 2017 - Present
-What does RAA mean to you?

As the national reflexology membership organization, RAA is committed to unifying the profession and providing support to
members, state associations, the Delegate Assembly, schools, and the reflexology community as
a whole. RAA continues to promote both the scientific and professional development of the
profession to raise the bar relative to credibility, education, and professionalism. RAA provides
many valuable resources including the RAA magazine, Reflexology Across America, the website,
and the RAA conference which provides a diverse educational opportunity.
It has been so important to me as a member of RAA to be part of a bigger community composed
of like-minded individuals focused on wellness and the reflexology community as a whole. RAA
has provided connections, guidance, friendship, and has permitted me the opportunity to meet
many amazing individuals over the years and the opportunity to learn from a diverse group of
leaders and educators.
- Why is it important that we continue to thrive and strive to make reflexology important in our respective communities
across the country?
Reflexology is a profound modality/technique that can offer so much support to our clients on so many levels -– physical,
emotional, and spiritual. The benefits are derived naturally and vary for every client. It is truly an amazing gift to be able to
offer our clients support in such a way and to work with each individual in a manner that supports their individual and wellness journey.
I have a dream that someday reflexology is known in every household and that reflexology continues to support those on
their wellness journey and to support them in their everyday life. The Covid situation is also changing how individuals want to
live, their goals, and their desire to live a more holistic life with more natural approaches. This is a call to all of us to educate
and share reflexology with as many individuals as we can, whether it’s at our office, expos, health fairs, etc.
- What advice would you give to current or prospective members?
Get involved and stay engaged with fellow reflexologists, the reflexology community, and your community. Getting involved
could include volunteering at a hospice, or other opportunities to share reflexology, and consider how you can participate in
supporting your state and national association.
I would also recommend continuing education in business and/or marketing courses. Consider a mentor that can support
your journey building your business based on your goals. And, of course, continuing your reflexology education via a variety of
venues and educators.
- What is RAA’s biggest/best strength?
Hands down the RAA members and the legacy of leaders who have guided RAA through the years to provide a foundation for
the organization to grow, evolve, and continue successfully into the future supporting the reflexology community. Twenty-five
years is a major accomplishment and is the result of committed, passionate, and resilient members!
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ADMIN CORNER
Amy Ito, NBCR (CO) and Jasmin Jahal (IL)

"Thank you for your membership to RAA! We are only able to be
a successful nonprofit membership organization with each and every
one of you.

We understand how challenging it has been and continues to be
for all reflexology business owners, integrative health practitioners and energetic souls during
this time. Many of you renewed online, took advantage of our discounted memberships,
renewed for two years, renewed for one year, became new members of RAA and reached out to
us with questions, patience and acts of kindness. Our hearts are filled with gratitude; Thank you!"

Bridging Connections Through Reflexology Conference
April 23-25, 2021
All Virtual Conference
RAA Leadership Training is April 22
WELCOME!! New RAA Members!!
Professional

Associate Student

Kristine Anderegg, IA

Brighton Fisher, WA

Grace Beck, FL (upgraded from Student)

Crystal Herbert, IA

Veronica Convery, RI

Maureen Jennings, GA

Lisa Davis, MA (upgraded from Supporter)

Sherry Spencer Brown, MA

Karen Groneberg, MN (upgraded from Student)

Angela Wood, UT

Mindy Jurik, OR
Vicky Mood, FL (upgraded from Student)
Patricia A. Salzillo, RI (upgraded from Student)

Cheryl Turner, MA (upgraded from Student)

Associate – Supporter
Bryanna Wakes, GA

Associate Practitioner
Suzanne Brown, CA
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RESEARCH: Foot Reflexology and Interstitial Cystitis
Grace Beck, LMT, RMT, CALC, ERYT500, Certified Hand & Foot Reflexologist

Introduction:
Research is extremely limited on the use of reflexology to bring relief to those experiencing interstitial cystitis (IC) symptoms. Most complementary and alternative method (CAM) studies
do not include reflexology as a method of relief. While listed on the IC Association website 1 as a
practice that may be tried by those diagnosed and experiencing IC symptoms, studies have not
been conducted to show a definitive relief of symptoms through the continued practice of reflexology. In addition, the IC Network, an extensive information and support website for those suffering from IC symptoms,
does not list reflexology as a possible treatment for symptom management. Further, current research studies found to
address CAM for management of IC symptoms do not include reflexology as a treatment.
Symptoms of IC vary from person to person, but appear more prevalent in women, with women being diagnosed more often than men, and often having a long-lasting impact on quality of life. The cause of IC is unknown, and
many factors may contribute, including a defect in the bladder lining, heredity, infection, or allergy. According to the
Mayo Clinic2, there is neither a single treatment for IC nor does any single treatment relieve all symptoms. Guided imagery and acupuncture are listed as possible CAM therapies that show promise in helping with symptoms.

The Subject:
The subject for this case study is a retired 69-year-old female, diagnosed with IC in 2006. Subject reported the
following symptoms related to her IC condition: burning, frequent urination, a continued sense of urgency to urinate,
pain, and anxiety. Subject states her symptoms increase with an increase in: anxiety, gastrointestinal (GI) upset
(diagnosed as irritable bowel syndrome [IBS]), long car rides, sitting for two or more hours, and, at times, sexual activity. Subject notes a decrease in symptoms from medication (Bentyl, an anti-spasmodic medication), hot baths, meditation, Reiki, and yoga or yogic stretches. If pain becomes overwhelming, subject performs bladder installation (a solution
inserted into the bladder) that contains a heparin, sodium bicarbonate and lidocaine mixture. In addition, subject has
noticed the following patterns that result in an IC flare:
1) increased anxiety that increases GI and bladder distress
2) accidental gluten ingestion that results in IBS-D (diarrhea)
3) migraines that increase anxiety.
Subject further stated that IC flare length is indeterminant and that differentiating between an IC flare and a
urinary tract infection (UTI) is challenging. Finally, subject shared that she felt her greatest impact (improvement) on
quality of life would occur with a decrease in the following: anxiety, frequency/urgency issues, and pelvic pain.

Study Objective
As the benefits of reflexology include stress reduction (a lifestyle practice encouraged to help those suffering
from IC) and support for the whole body organism, this case study will examine if reflexology, as a continued therapy,
encourages a reduction in overall stress and anxiety which, in turn, may provide relief or better management of IC
symptoms.
After having subject fill out a health history and conducting a pre-interview, the primary area of concern consistently mentioned by the subject related to anxiety. Subject consistently notices an increase in other symptoms, as well
as pain level, with a noticed increase in anxiety levels. This research proposes that a decrease in anxiety may lead to a
decrease in symptoms, specifically bladder pain. As well, it is also proposed that a decrease in anxiety, resulting in a
decrease in bladder pain, may result in a perceived increase in quality of life (or general feeling of well-being).
Correlations are indicated in Figure 1 below.
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(Continued from page 14)
The following measurement tools were used throughout the study and subject was asked to keep a daily
journal (sample provided upon request):
*Bladder pain was measured using a 1-10 rating scale with 1 being the lowest level of pain and 10 being the
highest level of pain.
*Anxiety and quality of life (QOL) was measured using a Likert-type scale that resembled various smiley
faces as shown in Figure 2:

The Likert-type scale was converted to a 1 – 7 rating scale for interpretive purposes. For anxiety, 7 was noted for the highest level of anxiety, 1 for the lowest. For QOL, 7 denoted the best QOL, 1 denoted the worst. Positive
indication for each area would include lower numbers for anxiety and bladder pain and higher numbers for QOL.
Results are presented from two perspectives; firstly, that of the subject and secondly, that of the therapist.

Treatment Protocol:
This study was performed over a six-week period with the subject receiving weekly sessions on the same
day at the same time each week. Length of each session was 60 minutes and no other therapies were added to the
session. Given the client’s tendency to generally be cold, subject was covered with a blanket. She was also afforded
an eye cover to help with relaxation during the session.
The focus for each session included the following systems and specific reflex points: urinary (bladder and
kidney reflexes), digestive (colon reflexes), lymphatic (groin reflexes), endocrine (adrenal, pineal, pituitary reflexes),
and central nervous system (brain and spine). Reflexes that supported areas in which symptoms were consistently
felt along with those that would support body fatigue and the brain were selected.
The following protocol was employed during each session:
Bilateral (BL) Solar Plexus hold
[Treatment was performed starting on the right foot]
Compression pull
Alternating pulls
Spreading (dorsal and plantar sides)
Rub and clear out meridians

Plantar side
Lung press

- Knuckle walk

Fist glide

- Thumb walk shoulder line, cervical, hallux (hold and press Pineal/Pituitary)

Milk cervical nodes

- Flex/Relax toes (circles)

Knuckle walk from pelvic line (PL) to heel

- Palm heel area

Vertically thumb walk zones (Z) 1 – 5 between PL and diaphragm line (DL)
at Z1 (specific at adrenal reflex)

- at Z1/2 at waistline (WL) (specific at kidney reflex)

Horizontally thumb walk Z1-Z5 between PL and DL
at Z1 (specific at adrenal reflex)

- at Z1/2 at WL (specific at kidney reflex)

Scissor plantar side

- Fist glide
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Medial Side
Palm medial side of foot

- Butterfly/roll medial side of foot

Thumb walk spinal line vertically

- Thumb walk bladder reflex horizontally

Wring medial foot (spine)

Dorsal Side
Ankle boogie/shoeshine

- Flicking/breezing

Knuckle rub

- Rotate on point along groin reflexes with range of motion

Finger walk Z1-Z5 from shoulder line (SL) to PL
Finger walk lymphatic duct (between Z1/2 from SL to DL)
Finger walk axillary lymph nodes (between Z4/5 from SL to DL)
Wringing – dorsal side

- Evert/Invert Stretch

Compression pull with traction stretch

- Entire treatment was repeated on the left foot.

Results
During each session, subject was engaged and continuously reported sensations as they were felt. Sensations reported included: various points bilaterally between the DL and PL specifically along the transverse colon
and kidney reflexes (all weeks); bilaterally at the adrenal reflexes (all weeks); bilaterally at the lymphatic ducts and
axillary lymph node reflexes (all weeks); at the cervical reflexes (bilaterally most weeks) – client reported she carries anxiety based tension at the neck during first session; on the medial side of the foot at the bladder reflex
(bilaterally some weeks).

Sensations significantly decreased during the sessions most weeks; however, when accompanied with
reports of anxiety-producing activities during the week (long car rides, spouse injury, pet illness, etc.), sensation at
certain reflexes (e.g., adrenal reflexes) decreased only slightly.
Subject’s journal entries consistently reported a very relaxed feeling and reduction of anxiety after each
reflexology session. Journaling also noted a continued effect for up to three days after each session.
During each session, therapist noted an increase in relaxation effects (as indicated by apparent reduced
body tension in the subject as well as shallower breathing patterns). Therapist also noted a decrease in congestion at indicated reflex points of sensation noted by the subject that correlated with subject’s response to level of
sensation noted (i.e., congestion decreased as indicated by the subject or reduced slightly, depending on sight of
sensation).
As indicated in Table 1 below, from Week 1 (W1) to Week 6 (W6), subject saw a decline in perceived anxiety levels as well as bladder pain with a peak toward mid-week, which may be an indicator of the IBS flare subject
was experiencing at the time. In addition, QOL ratings indicate a slight increase from beginning of sessions to end
of the series.
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Analyzing Table 2, an indicated difference is seen from the beginning of the seven-day period (i.e., Monday
- Sunday) to the end of the period. For anxiety, the average for Monday indicates an increase of 1.0 in anxiety;
whereas, by Sunday, a decrease of 0.67 is indicated. Similarly, analysis of bladder pain shows an average increase
in pain on Mondays of more than 2 points; while Sunday indicates an average decrease of 0.50 for the day. QOL
analysis indicates a minimal increase in perceived quality of life over the same seven-day period averaged over six
weeks.

Recommendation:
It must be noted that during the course of this study, the subject suffered a severe IBS flare which may have
skewed results as measures were taken by the subject to decrease the symptoms of the IBS flare which resulted in
a need for additional prescription medication which was added during Week 5 of the study. Medications prescribed
significantly decreased IBS symptoms allowing the subject to focus more on the effects of reflexology regarding her
IC complaints. A week following the study, subject reported the positive results experienced after the final week of
treatment increased her interest in participating in a second study to further explore reflexology’s benefits for IC
symptom support.
With the decrease in IBS symptoms and increase in noted improvement at the conclusion of the study, my
recommendation for this client would be a second similar six-week series of weekly treatments to further explore
whether reflexology would support a reduction in anxiety to improve quality of life. Frequency of the treatments could
then be adjusted (i.e., lengthening the time between treatments) depending on results.

Conclusion:
In this instance, based on subject reporting and indicated ratings of the three areas of concern, there may
be value added to include reflexology as a modality for management of anxiety and its subsequent effects on IC
symptoms.
IC/BPS affects between 3.2 and 7.9 million women and one to four million men and often begins at the age
of 40.3 With no single treatment available and only a CAM path of symptom management beginning to be woven for
IC sufferers, reflexology may be a modality to add to the growing list of help for those who are dealing with this nontreatable dis-ease.
While a single person case study may not provide generalizable results for the entire IC population, it may
be a starting point in establishing reflexology as another modality of symptom management for those who suffer
from IC. The IC community supports research in CAM protocols for help with symptoms, and the lack of research
regarding reflexology in this area would indicate future research of reflexology is needed to determine if this modality
is viable to add to the list of helpful therapies from which those who suffer from IC and its symptoms may find relief
and a return to homeostasis.
-----------------------------1

ic-network.com

2

mayoclinic.org

3

ic-network.com; ichelp.org

For additional information, contact Grace Beck, at grace@nadiomwellness.com.
(a graduate of the Academy of Ancient Reflexology at www.AcademyofAncientReflexology.com)
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IN MEMORIAM: Dwight C. Byers
Dwight “The Footman” Byers (February 11, 1929 - August 29,
2020), Past President of the International Institute of Reflexology, Inc.
Dwight was the nephew of the late Eunice Ingham, who was the original
pioneer and developer of reflexology as it is known today. His life-long
teaching has taken him to all 50 states in the U.S.A., seven provinces in
Canada, and 32 foreign countries. Additionally, he had appeared on
radio and television, in newspapers and various other media print as
well. There is no one with more practical and teaching experience in the
world of reflexology than Dwight.
Dwight authored the book BETTER HEALTH WITH FOOT
REFLEXOLOGY, which has now been translated into nine foreign languages, and the author of Reflexology Charts and other media.
Dwight was an avid hardcore tennis player. He loved the great
outdoors, he hiked the Matterhorn, Mt. Kilimanjaro/Tanzania, Nepal and
Inca Trail including Mt. Machu Picchu. He enjoyed doing many of the NASCAR (the fast, the
furious, the adrenaline rush) experiences throughout the U.S.A.
Family was very important to Dwight. He was an amazing husband to Nancy Byers for
almost 66 years (September 17, 1954). Father to Linda (Brian) Rolston and Gail Byers. Wonderful Grandfather to James (Alicia), Melissa (Peter), Christopher and Zachary. He cherished his
Great Grandbabies Audrey, James Jr, Benjamin and Emily. Dwight loved his family (In-laws,
Nephews, Nieces, Cousins and his Close Friends were all family to him).
The world lost an amazing man!
We love you and will miss you!
Fly high until we meet again!
Please keep guiding us along in life.
If you would like to send condolence messages please email to idofeet5@gmail.com.
Also, please visit our website memorial page to view this message and pictures of Dwight
and Family. http://reflexology-usa.net/footman.htm

Dwight C. Byers
Remembrance contributed by Bobbi Warren, West Coast Regional Director of IIR
Dwight passed away peacefully, Saturday, August 29, 2020 at his home in St Petersburg, FL. He
was 91 1/2.
Dwight had an amazing life, he traveled the world, not only sharing his aunt's legacy but experiencing adventures most of us would have been hard-pressed to even think of let alone do; from climbing
Mount Everest to driving race cars in Las Vegas.
He and his wife Nancy raised two daughters and ran a worldwide reflexology training company, The
International Institute of Reflexology.
I will always be grateful that I was blessed to have been trained by and worked for him since 1979.
To have been given the honor to teach the Ingham method that has impacted so many lives still amazes
me to this day.
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I will miss his boundless energy. He must have given thousands of workshops but he never lost
his passion for the work.
It's the passing of an era and I will continue to 'Do' reflexology and teach classes as long as I possibly can. I have two incredibly dedicated mentors to follow, my mom, Muff and Dwight C. Byers.
Dwight is survived by his wife Nancy, daughters, Gail and Linda and all their children and great
grandchildren.
He lived an incredibly full life on his terms.
If you wish to send cards, please send to Nancy or Gail Byers
PO Box 12642
St. Petersburg, FL 33733-2642
PLEASE no phone calls.

Dwight C. Byers
(February 11, 1929 - August 29, 2020)
Remembrance contributed by Christine Issel.

As the instructor, I first met Dwight in 1976 at his Denver workshop. As it turned out, our
paths were to cross many times in the intervening years. It was my good fortune to work with
Dwight on several projects over the years. Dwight graciously opened the archives of the International Institute of Reflexology as I was writing the biography of his aunt Eunice Ingham. He was
enthused about the project giving me unlimited access to Eunice’s business papers. He played
chauffer as we explored St. Petersburg and tried to locate places that were no longer in existence such as the hospital where both she and Dr. Joe Shelby Riley worked, and some of the
places Eunice and Fred Stofel lived. Dwight also granted me permission to publish Eunice’s third
book, Stories the Feet Have Told. He shared his memories of Eunice too.
Dwight’s mother died when he was nine months old. As a youngster he lived at times either with Eunice’s half-sister, Rhoda, and his grandmother, May (Ingham) Phillips. Dwight was
one of Eunice’s first reflexology ‘guinea pigs’ when he was five years old and stayed with her in
Lakeville, New York during the summer. Eunice worked on him for hay fever and asthma as a
case study. She experimented by taping cotton balls over the most tender reflex areas on his
feet.
Eunice never forced anything about reflexology on Dwight. He said, “I certainly never expected to follow in her footsteps. I went on the road with her because I liked to travel. I wanted to
see the country. I would go for the fun of it. Not thinking I would do this for a living. It has been
extremely rewarding to be able to carry on Eunice’s work and spread reflexology around the
world.”
It was in Pasadena that Dwight gave his first seminar in the summer of 1961. He was
helping with the seminars in Phoenix when Eunice suddenly lost her voice. When they arrived in
Pasadena she told Dwight he had to give the seminar! “The family never said no to my aunt, so I
gave the seminar,” recalls Dwight. And the rest is history as the saying goes.
It is always difficult to live in the shadow of someone famous. However, there is no one
else who has spread the knowledge of reflexology to so many countries and cultures. Without his
life-long work, reflexology, in the western world, would not exist. Dwight’s legacy will live on for
many, many years in the future.
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SPOTLIGHT: NEW BOARD MEMBER,
AMY MORRISON (VA)
Amy wrote this and submitted to Lynn Watson, Staff Writer, NBCR (TN)

I was introduced to reflexology back in 2001. I was suffering with a bad back, not working and had no insurance. My very dear friend happened to be a reflexologist. She took pity on me, offered to give me sessions for free if
I learned what she was doing and worked on her in return. I gratefully accepted! My
back improved, and she told me that I had a natural ability for finding where I needed
to go. My early use of reflexology was mostly on friends and family using the “Rainbow
Coded Foot Reflexology Chart”, what I gleaned from receiving sessions, and my own
instinct. I thought of it as something fun and interesting and left it at that for several
years! Fast forward to 2015, I was again searching for a career and I knew that I wanted to help people lead a healthier life. I remembered how much I enjoyed reflexology,
searched for a training program and found Juliebeth Mezzy in Virginia Beach and my
life changed forever! I have been running my own practice, More Sun Reflexology,
since November 2016 and have not stopped learning, loving and growing ever since!
COVID has certainly changed my practice. I now greet people at the door with
a mask, thermometer and a list of questions instead of a handshake and smile. My
sessions are not just lit with the glow of salt lamps but also with the hum and glow of a
Germguardian air purifier. Hand sanitizer sits by the entrance of the building and in my
treatment room. While I have mourned my past practice, I am grateful to be able to
work today and go home with a sense that I have done everything I could do to keep me, my family and my clients
safe. I feel that reflexology with anxiety about safety would not allow me to give a complete session. I was very worried before I started practicing again. I reached out to fellow reflexologists across the country to see how they were
practicing and if they felt safe. With the guidance of my peers, direction from my state’s requirements and love of my
practice I slowly opened my doors. Everyone that has come for a session understands the new normal and values
treatment over all else. A tip I would offer to other people trying to find their way to keep serving their clients is to
think outside of the box. There are a lot of places that have unused space - gyms, yoga studios, outside at a shoe
store, a client’s porch - masks, hand sanitizer and a portable chair have kept me going! When in doubt - reach out to
your peers. We are figuring this out together!
I do a vast amount of nonfiction reading - it is one of my most favorite
hobbies! If someone recommends a book, it’s either on its way instantly or in my
wish list! I have loved books from the moment I could read. I don’t tend to read
just one book at a time. Often I find that while reading one, it will remind me of
something else so, I will switch to that and continue along like Alice in Wonderland! I have books at both my office spaces that I read and reference throughout
the day and books on my nightstand that I read to relax. Here are my current
nightstand five:
The Book of Joy by His Holiness the Dalai Lama and Archbishop Desmond Tutu
The Happiness Hypothesis by Jonathan Haidt
Bliss More by Light Watkins
The Oil that Heals by William McGary
Reflexology and Meridian Therapy by Lilian Tibshraeny-Morten (and yes, this relaxes me because, if I wake
at night or can’t sleep I can figure out why and what to do about it!)
My family and I live at Smith Mountain Lake, VA. We love living where people vacation because at the end
of the day, we are on vacation too! When I am not reading you can find me on the lake boating, surfing, floating and
sharing time with friends. Honestly, there is always a book in my boat bag! We also enjoy hiking, biking and traveling
cross country! This year, my son is doing school virtually and my husband already works from home so we have
been doubling down on family time. We eat together, play together and avoid each other in a nice rhythm and so far,
it seems to work for us!
The biggest benefit that I have received from being a part of RAA is our community. My first big conference
was the National Reflexology Conference last year. I met so many wonderful people all trying to accomplish the
same goal - to build a successful practice serving at the feet of our communities. My biggest regret was not attending a conference sooner. While my practice was successful prior to that, I as a reflexologist have improved by having
people around me to lift me up and encourage me like only other reflexologists can! Thank you to you all, may I continue to share the light that you’ve shone on me.
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DISRUPT THE CONCEPT OF AGING
Karen Ball, NBCR, LMT (FL)

When I turned 50 I didn’t think that I was over the hill. On the contrary, I felt
like I was standing on the top of a mountain – my mountain. Years of life experience, schooling, relationships, ups and downs, and highs and lows had brought me to a place of heightened clarity, reflection and
wisdom I hadn’t enjoyed before. Life felt easier. It was time to soar; to reap the benefits of having made it
this far.
I know that when I was a teen and younger, 30 seemed ancient. But, somewhere in my own upward climb I abandoned that thinking. I never bought into the belief that aging was pathological, a downhill
slide to the grave.
In a recent article, AARP wrote a strong statement addressing the topic of aging:

“People 50 and older are still living in ways that reflect the attitudes, activism and aspirations of the
boomer generation – the desire to live life on our own terms, to make a difference, to change the world.”
And Wendie Trubow, MD, a wonderful, functional medicine doctor who spoke at the recent conference of the Reflexology Association of America, shared a challenge that really stuck in my brain:
“Reject the conventional wisdom of discrepancy as you age.”
Just like Uber disrupted the taxi industry and Airbnb the hospitality industry, I challenge myself –
and you - to disrupt the concept of aging!
Believe me, I don’t have my head in the sand when it comes to aging. I know that genetics and luck
play into how we age, and I’m fully aware that my aging body needs more and more, and sometimes different, attention than it did in my younger years. But, I also know that the bigger part of how I feel is a consequence of my thoughts and beliefs, not a number. Add to that the incredible amount of information that is
available these days regarding self-care and there’s no excuse for me not to live my best life now. All that
stands in the way is negative self-talk.
As the AARP article continued: “The negative stories we tell ourselves and one another about aging
lead to negative behaviors that, in turn, create a negative reality of aging. The view of aging as decline becomes a self-fulfilled prophecy.”
“Instead we could look at aging as a process of continuous growth. Aging is just living. Some aspects of life get a little tougher as you go along, and some get a little easier, but it’s all part of being alive.”
It seems that those magazine editors are on the same page as Jane Fonda, who gave a short TED
talk regarding the ‘third act’ of her life that absolutely knocked me out. She challenges us to re-imagine
this new phase of our lives; to recognize that no matter the number, I am still me and you are still you –
and maybe even more so now than ever.
I leave you with the above thoughts to ponder, and invite you to examine your beliefs around aging.

And here’s the link to Jane’s inspiring talk:
https://www.ted.com/talks/jane_fonda_life_s_third_act

“Fight

for the things you care about,
but do it in a way that will lead others to join you,”
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
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MEMBERSHIP CORNER:

Kindness is Alive in RAA
Submitted by Melody Pearson, NBCR (IL)

Dear Members of the RAA Tribe,
I am writing this as a letter because I have an email “letter” to share with you which the Board of
Directors believes represents the heart of RAA. We received this email after some RAA members heard of
a person who was not financially able to renew her membership this year and took it upon themselves to
fund her membership. Here is her email:
“I am gobsmacked! And profoundly moved, a humble thank-you to you and the anonymous
donors with all my heart, from the bottom of my heart.
I am by myself in my work, and like many, the global situation has affected so much. Rest
assured that next year I will pay double my professional dues or if things improve before
then, will reimburse the donors so that others can benefit from such generosity as you folks
have shown. A heartfelt thank-you,”
The Membership Committee would like to remind all members at every level that we are here to
support each other. If you have a special need, please reach out to the Membership Chair. If you have the
ability to contribute to a “scholarship” fund, or sponsor a student or new reflexologist, or find any other way
to help RAA help each other, please let us know. We have had members donate back fees for cancelled
events, pay towards another person’s conference fee, or anonymously purchase a membership for another
practitioner during a tough time.
We can choose to pay it forward! Let us know if you need some help in doing this. Our tribe is
strong. Together we move reflexology to the level of a respected and recognized profession.

Pandemic Pause:
Thoughts and
Considerations
Melody Bizzarro-Raimo - Lic.
Physical Therapist Assistant,
Cert. Reflexologist (MA)
I do miss seeing my
clients. I miss their bright smiling faces as they enter my
healing space. I miss the
sleepy-eyed chill look when
their session is over, as if they
could melt into the floor. I miss
our conversations and long for
the one-on-one banter and listening to sweet voices as they
share their concerns, their excitement, their progress, or confiding in me about their own journey and experiences.
My hands miss the sensation of energy transfer.
The tingling of heat flowing through the aura and traveling to where it is needed. My skin misses the tactile response of human to human contact, producing oxytocin,
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the 'feel good' natural hormone, and gliding through the
sequences, mesmerizing, and soothing for both the recipient and reflexology practitioner.

My mind misses the structure of the day. Coordinating, scheduling, and creating the right atmosphere for
each individual client intuitively choosing the right music,
the perfect blend of essential oils, and color coordinating
linens. We are all in need of safe physical contact. We
are human and crave the feelings of being cared for. We
thrive on the healing touch. It is naturally ingrained in our
DNA. I am excitedly looking forward to seeing my clients
and providing all that is needed, when the time is right.
And when the time is right, it will be an individual
choice. I realize that there are concerns for client and
practitioner health and safety. Some of us are feeling
hesitant to resume a new normal. Some may be feeling
excited to get back to a routine. Others may be influenced by family, work, and social media. As a business
owner and healthcare provider I am doing all I can to
communicate with my clients and community, helping
them understand new policy, procedure and health and
safety guidelines. Whatever your feelings or beliefs
about the pandemic, you need to decide what is best for
you and your family. I cannot stress that enough. Each of
you have specific, unique circumstances and family
dynamics that will determine how you proceed in the
upcoming weeks. I will always respect and support my
client’s and my colleague’s choices.
Fall 2020

REFLEXIONS from the DAC DESK
diane Wedge, Delegate Assembly Coordinator (MA)
The RAA Delegate Assembly (DA) at Work - Communicating and Sharing!

Reflexology Legislation Coming to a State Near
You - Maybe Even YOURS!
Reflexologists in Connecticut are scrambling to
reorganize their professional state association membership organization in order to either combat or collaborate
with lawmakers who are working to regulate our discipline.
North Carolina lost their exemption from that
state's massage law with the stroke of a pen just this
month. North Carolina actually has a professional membership organization, with delegates and board members
and even a paid lobbyist all working to monitor legislative
activity. The legislators cited "human trafficking and
storefronts using reflexology inappropriately" as their reasoning.
Anyone can easily double check the status of
bills in their own states by:
Going to the state website at www.XX.gov
(XX=State Abbreviation).

Then select Bills & Laws,
putting in the bill number and check
for the current session (2019-2020).
Or an earlier year if you know it. Or
if you don’t know the bill or session, type reflexology in
the Search box.

At the bottom of the page hit submit and the information will pop right up.
Whichever branch is chosen then repeat the
same search on the other branch. If you want to read
what the bill actually says then click on the bill number.
All of this might take five minutes.
Whether or not your state has a state association, please utilize the above tool shared by Christine
Issel (CA) and monitor reflexology in your state or a
state near you. Help to protect our right to practice!

Learn how to monitor reflexology legislation in
Then go to Government — top center of the page your state (and other states), organize a state associa(or a slight variation by each state to find the senate and tion, become a RAA-Affiliated state association or join a
house bills for the current or previous years).
legislation committee at the state and/or national level.
We can help.
Legislation may be on the right and you can
choose either the senate or house (or assembly) — the
bill number is the clue here: A=Assembly; S=Senate;
H=House

Contact the DelegateCoordinator@ReflexologyUSA.org and we will connect you!

Self-Help!
Activate the Immune System with Hand Reflexology
Sarah Preusker, NBCR, (IL)

You can activate the immune system to potentially prevent any viral infection
including COVID-19 according to Dr. Manzanares, M.D. and reflexology researcher.
Firstly, find the thumb joint, where it connects to the hand (next to the web).
forth.

Secondly, press straight in! Once you are in you can circle and slide back and
Thirdly, do this above and below that joint (into the ‘meat’ below the thumb).

No massage, just press in, circle and slide, while pressing in. In addition,
‘press & slide’ the tips of the fingers (opposite the nail). Minimum five minutes each
hand. You will be addressing the thymus, the central nervous system and the autonomic nervous system.
Enjoy! It should feel good!
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Re-Educating the Public about Reflexology
Chantel C. Lucier, NBCR, RM, CMT (CA)

When I first became a national board certified reflexologist in 2007 I was on
a mission not just to provide reflexology but also to educate my clients about reflexology self-care they could use at home. I created a company called The At
Home Experience, which focused on taking care of oneself, family and friends using a myriad of health and wellness tools. Obviously, reflexology was the technique
I used most. Over the years, this has evolved to not just educate my personal clients but to educate the masses, which are often misdirected and seek only to
know reflexology from spas, google, or any place that might read reflexology on a
sign out front.
Since 2010, I've been traveling to different states to teach reflexology. Students have been yoga and Pilates students, body workers who have learned reflexology incorrectly, moms with new babies, and families wanting to learn how to
take care of their loved ones. While traveling and entering various homes across the US has been fun, I've
recently had the pleasure to reach people all over the globe at a health and fasting center in Santa Rosa, CA
called TrueNorth Health where I give sessions and teach. Each Sunday afternoon I teach participants about
reflexology, how it works, simple self-care techniques, and areas to address for certain health conditions. I
begin each class with everyone going around stating their name, where they're from, and what they hope to
learn that day. Some people ask about the reflexology areas for their conditions, but the majority of people
simply say, they don't know what it is or they've heard about it but still aren't sure exactly what it is. Others
report having had "reflexology" at a spa or reflexology place that worked on the full body but called it reflexology. I spend minimal time talking about the differences between real and not-so-real reflexology because
by the end of the class, through learning the technique, people follow-up with saying, "Now I know I didn't
receive real reflexology" or "Oh, this feels very different from what I had done." And everyone expresses
thanks for learning something they can do for themselves at home, to help with a variety of health conditions, using a natural way to help the body. What a gift: education!

The class is very rewarding in that I feel I'm helping people take greater care of themselves at home.
I'm plumping up their tool bag, as it were. And it's not taking away from my business--quite the opposite. After each class, everyone wants to sign up for a session. Others are retired and ponder taking a reflexology
class in their home state and becoming certified themselves.
I write this now as a call to action. I believe that if we, as teachers and reflexologists, begin to teach
not just our clients but the general public about reflexology we will be more impactful and help reflexology as
a whole. Where do you think you could teach a little one-hour class on reflexology? Can you do it for your
church group, as a meet-up, or as a dinner/reflexology evening for people in your neighborhood?
To do this, I recommend having three things in place:
1. A way to advertise the class. A simple flyer, social media platform, or blog post. Consider advertising at your community center, local cafe, or place where you provide reflexology. If you
specialize or provide reflexology to a certain group of people, research centers where these clients
gather.
2.
off hours.
3.

A consistent or revolving place to give the class. Consider homes, cafes, yoga studios
A means to continue to do it on a regular basis to gain momentum and spread the word

If you are interested in bringing real reflexology to your community and still aren’t sure how, please
don’t hesitate to reach out to me directly through my contact page on my website
at www.TheAtHomeExperience.com.
Chantel C. Lucier, NBCR, RM, CMT is the Liaison Director for Reflexology Education for the Reflexology Association of California (RAC). She is an ARCB CEU approved provider and the author of the book
series, Something New Every Day, available on Amazon.
www.ChantelCLucier.com, www.TheAtHomeExperience.com, www.Reflexology-ca.org.
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BOOST YOUR BUSINESS

Tips from Your Public Relations (PR) Committee
Submitted by Linda Frank, RF, NBCR (WA), PR Committee member

Public Speaking Tips continued…
Here are some additional tips about public speaking that I promised in my previous column. If you’re interested
to pursue these resources, your best bet will likely be to read this article on the RAA website so you can just click on
all the links. Otherwise, just Google search “Public Speaking Tips” and many of these will come up in your search.
How to Give a Better Speech: Talk to a Dog.
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/07/education/edlife/how-to-give-a-better-speech-talk-to-a-dog.html
Getting Over Stage Fright With the Help of Your Smartphone. Speaking in front of people can be terrifying.
Several apps can help ease jittery nerves and possibly make you a more effective and eloquent speaker.
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/09/technology/personaltech/getting-over-stage-fright-with-the-help-ofyour-smartphone.html
How to Speak in Public. https://www.nytimes.com/guides/year-of-living-better/how-to-speak-in-public
How to Tell a Good Story. https://www.nytimes.com/guides/smarterliving/how-to-tell-a-good-story
15 Free Resources to Improve Your Presentation and Speaking Skills.
https://www.topresume.com/career-advice/15-free-resources-to-improve-your-presentation-and-speaking-skills
6 Steps to Overcoming Stage Fright and Giving a Presentation Everybody Listens To
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/238442
5 crucial tips from Toastmasters (video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AykYRO5d_lI
7 Instant Tips for Confident Speaking
http://www.communicationskillscoach.com/free-7-instant-tips-for-confident-speaking.html
20 Tips for Mastering the Art of Public Speaking
https://www.inc.com/brent-gleeson/20-tips-for-mastering-art-of-public-speaking.html
10 Tips for Improving Your Public Speaking Skills
https://blog.dce.harvard.edu/professional-development/10-tips-improving-your-public-speaking-skills
12 Tips for Public Speaking
https://www.forbes.com/sites/iese/2016/04/18/12-tips-for-public-speaking/#35ea77a3a183
10 Public Speaking Tips: How to Relax, Focus, and Shine at Your Next Presentation
https://www.purdueglobal.edu/blog/student-life/10-public-speaking-tips/
27 Useful Tips To Overcome Your Fear Of Public Speaking
https://www.briantracy.com/blog/public-speaking/27-useful-tips-to-overcome-your-fear-of-public-speaking/

17 Public Speaking Tips That’ll Help you Crush Your Next Presentation
https://www.themuse.com/advice/public-speaking-tips
100 Public Speaking Tips — https://medium.com/@arendeu/100-public-speaking-tips-c9e8b28e8166
For those who’ve yet to give a presentation who decide to do so – especially with World Reflexology Week
(WRW) coming up every year – don’t hesitate to drop me a line to let me know how it went. Feel free to ask me any
questions you may have about a presentation given, or yet to be given. linda@reflexologyforbetterhealth.com
This year, you might venture into public speaking by giving an online WRW, or other, presentation. Some find
presenting online less intimidating than standing in front of an audience -- especially if you have a PowerPoint to deliver so that you can opt to show screen-only some of the time so the focus isn’t on you all of the time!
“Action breeds confidence and courage. If you want to conquer fear, do not sit home and think about it.
Go out and get busy.” Dale Carnegie
“The world is waiting for your words.” Arvee Robinson
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ARCB News
Due to the uncertainty of when and how much the COVID-19 will affect the
US population, the ARCB is suspending all testing until further notice. It will announce
as conditions change. That said, with ARCB certification necessary in some states to
be licensed ARCB recognizes it has a responsibility to its applicants. If state licensure
impacts you, please contact the office and something will be worked out to meet your
certification needs.

Changing of the Guard
ARCB president, Michael Rainone, after serving on the Board of Directors from 2006-2020, has
stepped down. ARCB appreciates his vision, service and leadership over all these years. He is wished well
wherever “retirement” takes him in the future. Although big shoes to fill, Julia Dollinger has step up to take
the presidency.

Legislation
With the advent of Covid-19 state legislatures are in disarray. However, ARCB legislative activity
continues in several states. Since 1991 ARCB, in conjunction with national, state reflexology associations,
and reflexologists, has taken the lead in legislative work across the nation. This includes both by way of
contributing funds toward expenses and labor intensive consulting fees. In 30 years it has obtained 33 exemptions from state massage laws for reflexology. (see accompanying chart).
Governments are always looking for organizations in a field they can designate to provide legal
oversight and protect the public from unlawful activity. Because ARCB is an independent, not-for-profit, national independent testing agency with a psychometrically valid exam, one that is not affiliated with any individual or association, state governments look to ARCB. With a well-established reputation, legislative work
remains one of its main goals to protect the right of reflexologists to practice as an independent discipline.

Note that where reflexology is exempt from the state massage law (either by exact use of the word
reflexology or wording indicating “work restricted to the feet, hands and outer ears”), the reflexologist must
still abide by local rules and regulations of the city or county and have a license to do business. When applying for a business if you are told you need to be licensed as a massage therapist to perform reflexology,
please contact ARCB for assistance and professional brochures that you can use to counter that argument.

ARCB Guidelines for Online Education
In the best of times, directing the future of professional reflexology is a challenge; piloting it during
this time of a national pandemic is even more daunting. Reflexology is a “hands-on” profession. The ARCB
Board believes that the practice of reflexology is most effectively learned when the student is guided and
mentored by an experienced clinician/ practitioner/ teacher onsite. We also recognize the trend in all types
of education is to offer more online instruction. While maintaining the rigor of testing for certification, ARCB
encourages faculty to explore new methods of teaching, including online instruction.
In light of the COVID-19 restrictions and the changing dynamics in education, ARCB is reviewing its
guidelines in regards to educational approaches. While ARCB urges educators to provide as much interaction and onsite supervision between faculty and students as possible, we understand the challenges facing
schools and educators. As a result, the ARCB will accept instruction provided online as well as interactive
software that enhances student learning.
A live webinar is different than home study. During a live webinar, the instructor is actively presenting and in contact with students during the course via phone, or in a live online question and answer format.
On the other hand, in a home study course, instructors do not have continuous communication with students. Home study is usually a pre-recorded video, project, or book. In both delivery styles usually an exam
is required prior to receiving credit for the course.
Because reflexology is a clinical practice, ARCB believes that students must have individual supervision and/or mentoring from faculty. Educators are encouraged to be creative in their teaching methods.
For example, off-campus adjunct faculty may be appointed as mentors for students, assisting students in
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the clinical application of techniques, and allowing for greater geographical access to faculty. It is recommended that these adjunct faculty, or mentors, meet criteria established by the school, be certified by
ARCB, and have a minimum of 5 years of experience as a reflexologist.
ARCB will accept 90 hours of instruction via online or other distance learning methods; 20
hours of supervision must be conducted in person with an ARCB instructor or mentor. It is the faculty’s responsibility to verify that all distance learning coursework has been completed. The requirement
of 110 hours in-class, hours exclusive of hours spent completing homework assignments to sit for the
exam, remains unchanged.
Integration of distance education with thoughtful, well planned clinical supervision is the future.
The ARCB is open to new ideas; we are excited about the evolving future of reflexology education. After
a trial period of a year (June 2021), and in collaboration with reflexology educators, the ARCB will reevaluate the effectiveness of these educational guidelines set forth above. It welcomes feedback and
suggestions from you as it moves forward.

MICHAEL RAINONE HAS STEPPED DOWN AT ARCB
Christine Issel, NBCR, MA (CA)

ARCB president, Michael Rainone, after serving on the
Board of Directors from 2006-2020, has stepped down. ARCB
appreciates his vision, service and leadership over all these years.
Michael has a Master’s Degree in art. His life took him to
complete reflexology training at the Laura Norman Reflexology
School in New York City. Michael received national certification with

ARCB® in 2001. His service to the reflexology community took the
form of being president of the New York State Reflexology Association 2003-2005. He joined the ARCB® Board in 2006 as a director
and in 2008 stepped into his position as President. Michael's training also encompassed a psycho-energetic component through his
work at the IM School of Healing Arts in New York City (as an ordained minister) and the Institute of Core Energetics (certified,
2009). He does private consulting in reflexology and the healing arts.
“My years on the board have been rich with learning. My tenure ran the gamut from incredible

highs to facing some of the most difficult challenges. In retrospect I wouldn’t have had it any other way.
The most memorable takeaway from my time on the board was the opportunity to have worked with passionate, intelligent colleagues. Wisdom and dedication brought us through challenging times and forged
us into a formidable team. I am honored to have been part of ARCB’s rich history in service to reflexology,” says Michael.
ARCB is sorry to have Michael step off the Board, though he won’t be going far. He will continue
as a consultant to the Board and layout editor of ARCB’s Journal Reflexology Today. He is wished well
wherever “retirement” takes him in the future. Although big shoes to fill, Julia Dollinger has stepped up to
take on the presidency.
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The Only Thing Constant is Change
By Christine Issel, MA, NBCR, CA

“Be the change that you wish to see in the world.”― Mahatma Gandhi
It seems everyone I talk to these days their stress levels are through the roof and
the future is filled with so much uncertainty that stability doesn’t exist—it is as if we are
walking through quicksand. Issues are complex and leave us perplexed and or depressed.
Noise, confusion and uncertainly fuel fear.
As I sit at my desk, the question that comes to my mind is: How is it I am feeling in the depth of my soul?
How has Covid-19 affected my life? In truth, we are all participants in the most significant movements of our time in
history. Does it make obsolete the conventions we grew up with? I’ve built a life around reflexology, the rewarding
work I love and in my estimation the most dynamic form of healing there is. Is life now calling for me to change direction?

It is hard for me to answer that question and put a name to what I am feeling—it is something I can’t ever
remember feeling before. The depth of feeling goes way beyond what is “normal” for me. I am deeply saddened at
the social turmoil across the country and feel powerless to stop it.
I don’t want to trivialize what others may be experiencing, or give pat answers that somehow don’t seem to
apply any more. It is certainly hard to stay in a positive frame of mind and not let the swirling chaos in society get to
us even if it may not affect us personally. Is the solution to become more or less comfortable with uncertainly; to
stop trying to control life? Someone once remarked that controlling life is like trying to nail Jell-O to a tree!
It seems we find ourselves between an old reality that has passed away and a new reality that has not yet
fully formed. Events are taking place in less time leaving us in a state of shock or feeling overwhelmed. The structures of society on all levels as we’ve known them are being broken down at this time, hence the darkness is
fighting for its very life through turmoil. It is up to us to neutralize the darkness by listening to the small voice within
us that is independent of the media and government, etc. influence to discern our own truth thorough detachment
and alignment with higher principles without prejudice or judgment through the use of critical thinking.
Yes, I know we should be grateful for our life, but with so much going on, it’s easy to feel overwhelmed from
time to time. There is hope, however. One avenue to explore is the use of Bach Flower Remedies. They are
designed to assist us in understanding and balancing our emotions. They may be used to help strengthen the core
of us. To determine which Bach Remedy or Remedies is right for us calls for the use of our intuition by being in
touch with our feelings. How we are feeling today? Of the 38 remedies, walnut is especially appropriate for
protection from change and outside influences society is presenting to us. Other remedies may help in facing our
fears and finding joy. Rescue Remedy is a combination of five Bach remedies to help with everyday stress and
emergency situations. All remedies are a great natural option for easing any stress. Check them out today
www.bachremedies.com.
With our awareness we are called not to ‘do’ so much as to ‘be’ our authentic self—to let our light shine in
the world, diminish the darkness, and to bring hope.

A little humor to lighten your day!
Sent in by Nancy Bartlett, NBCR (RI)

New Monthly Budget:

Gas $0
Entertainment $0
Clothes $0
Groceries $2799

Breaking News:
Wearing

a mask inside your home is now highly recommended. Not so
much to stop COVID-19, but to stop you from eating. I stepped on my scale this morning. It
said, “Please practice social distancing. Only one person at a time.”
Not to brag, but I haven’t been late to anything in over 7 months!
People keep asking, “Is coronavirus REALLY all that serious?” Listen y’all, the casinos and
churches were closed. When heaven and hell agree on the same thing, it’s probably pretty
serious.
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Reflex-OIL-ogy™ - The Foundation of Wellness
Laurie Azzarella , NBCR, MA (AL)
Feet give us stability as our solid foundation on earth as well as flexibility
in our movement through life. Our feet connect us to the frequencies, vibrations
and life giving energy of the earth. Some call this “grounding.”
Our hands extend upward toward the sky to connect us with the lighter
energies of spirit, hope and love. Some call this “praying.”
Together our hands and feet are our conduits of heaven and earth energy that feed our spirits, mind and body. When congestion settles into the reflex
areas of our hands and feet, the flow of vitality life force energy is minimized.
Energy pathways are compromised. The flow of energy slows down, perhaps it is diverted, blocked or
may even become stagnant. Organs, glands, fibers, nerves, tissues of all kinds feel the effects as they
struggle to operate in the perfection to which they were created to function. Not only does the physical
body struggle, but the emotional body becomes overwhelmed with stress, the mental body works overtime trying to govern and the spiritual body loses hope.
We were designed to move and our energy was meant to flow and when it doesn’t we become ill
— sooner or later. Most of us never even know the congestion we have in our inner being until a good
reflexologist works our feet! Reflexology keeps the channels of energy flowing, reconnecting us and creating balance in all aspects of our being. As reflexologists we assist our clients with the ability to feel comfortable in their bodies and help give them a solid footing in life.
Reflex-OIL-ogy™ combines reflexology with therapeutic grade life force energy essential oils. On
Line and Live Classes teach in-depth anatomy of each body system and the naturally occurring constituents of essential oils appropriate for each organ and gland. Students get to experiment with essential oils
and the AAA Technique* with precise reflex area locations. The therapy of Reflex-OIL-ogy™ enhances
both the practitioner and the client as it creates an oxygenated impulse flow of energy through the reflex
areas to help balance the spirit, mind and body.
Laurie Azzarella is Founder and Executive Director of Reflex-OIL-ogy.™ She has over 30 years of reflexology and body work experience, has a Master’s degree in Special Education, is a Director for the International Institute
of Reflexology and has used and studied essential oils and Aromatherapy since 1990. For more information please
visit www.reflex-oil-ogy.com

*The AAA Technique is part of Reflex-OIL-ogy™. We Assess a reflex area, then Apply an Essential Oil, and then use Alternating Pressure to clear the congestion.

Never

in a million years could I have imagined I would go up to a bank teller wearing a mask
and ask for money AND not end up in jail.
Okay, some schools are remaining closed. So, do we drop the kids off at the teacher’s
house or what?
Remember when we girls were little, and we had underwear that had the days of the week
on them? That would be helpful about now.
For the second quarantine lockdown, do we have to stay with the same family, or will they
relocate us? Asking for a friend.
COVID-19 has turned us all into dogs. We wander around the house looking for food. We
get told, “No” if we get too close to strangers and we get really excited about going for walks
and car rides.
The dumbest thing I’ve ever bought was a 2020 planner.
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Laws Across the USA
States without a
Massage Law1

States Exempting Reflexology in some way
from the massage law2, 3 & 9

Kansas

Alaska

Minnesota

Arizona

Montana
Nevada
4

Vermont

California

Wyoming

Colorado

New Jersey

Connecticut5

New Mexico

Georgia

North Carolina9

Idaho

North Dakota

New Hampshire

6

Illinois

Oklahoma10

Indiana

Oregon10

Iowa

Pennsylvania

Kentucky

Rhode Island8

Maine

South Dakota

Maryland7

North Dakota - 1992
(Licensing law)
Tennessee - 2001
(Registration law)12
New Hampshire - 2010
(Licensing law with 2 other
disciplines)

Washington - 2012
(Licensing law with massage)
Nevada –2018 (Licensing
law with 1 other discipline)

Tennessee

Massachusetts

7

Michigan
Minnesota

States with a
Reflexology Law

Texas11
Utah

8

Missouri

Washington
Wisconsin

ARCB/RAA Revised August 2020

NOTES:

1. Reflexology is not regulated and not licensed under massage.
2. In order to practice legally in those states with a massage law and no exemption, reflexology is often licensed under massage through the broad definition of massage contained in the law. Reflexologists will need to check with the
Massage Board and its Rules and Regulations to determine if reflexology is covered and abide accordingly.
3. Where reflexology is exempt from the state massage law (either by exact use of the word reflexology or wording
indicating “work restricted to the feet, hands and outer ears”), the reflexologist must abide by local rules and regulations of the city or county and have a license to do business.
4. California has “voluntary certification” for massage therapists. There is no such thing as a state massage license.
However, therapists can obtain a voluntary massage therapy certification from the California Massage Therapy
Council (CAMTC) that allows therapists to practice anywhere in CA without needing to meet additional requirements. However, many jurisdictions require CAMTC certification to practice any type of hands-on complementary
therapy. This rule has been applied in some locales to reflexologists. If you have a problem contact ARCB or RAA .

5. Based on possible AG ruling
6. Scheduled to be removed 1/2022
7. Based on reflexology being considered energy work
8. Under Health Freedom of Access law
9. Previous legislative agreement with the Massage Board that only those ARCB certified by 3/31/2020
whose certification does not lapse may claim exempt status.
10. Title law only protecting use of massage title
11. On website of the Massage Board’s FAQ page
12. Must be a graduate of a State of Tennessee approved school
Safeguarding exemptions requires monthly checking of proposed bills by reflexologists in their own state.
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Who Are My Legislators
&
Steps in Tracking a Bill
Or, how and where do I find this information?
Both are on your state website.
The steps in finding your legislators:
1. In your search box enter the name of the state followed by .gov (example, North Carolina.gov, or the two letter
abbreviation of the state, NC.gov). Find the official sate website. This will take you to the state’s home page.
2. Click on Government
3. Click on Branches of Government
4. Click on Legislative Branch
5. At the top right of the next page click on Find Your Legislator
6. Enter your address and in this case, highlight ‘both’.
The steps in finding bill information of the website:
1. In your search box enter the name of the state followed by .gov (example, North Carolina.gov, or the two letter
abbreviation of the state, NC.gov). Find the official state website This will take you to the state’s home page.

2. At the top banner, click on “Government”. When that page comes up click on “Legislature”.
3. Click on ”Legislature pending (or bills pending)”. Enter reflexology in the search box. Don’t just limit your
search to reflexology, also search for massage and cosmetology bills as sometimes reflexology is included in
them.
4. If nothing comes up, go to the laws (statutes) and under “Occupation and Professions” do the same search. In
some state you may need to search under the Department of Health or Department of Education or Medicine.
5. Make note of any title and statute that comes up where reflexology is mentioned.
6. The website will also lead you to the senators and assembly (house) people, their party affiliation, committees
they serve on, and contact information (both at the capital and their district office if they have one).
7. To find an existing law, click on “Revised Statutes”.

How often should the state website be monitored? The state website needs to be checked ideally weekly
for any status changes in bill or new bills being introduced. Then let RAA & ARCB know. This should take about 5
minutes each week.
Who’s responsibility is it? Everyone—that is instructors, students, practitioners and state association members. Also it could easily be a task for RAA’s Delegate Assembly members to perform within the first three months
of every year.
RAA Legislation Webinar
With Christine Issel & Julia Dollinger
8/16/20
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World Reflexology Foundation Celebrates World Reflexology Week
Submitted by Stefanie Sabounchian (CA)
On September 24th for World Reflexology Week (WRW) the World Reflexology Foundation
(WRF), a 501c3 non-profit, hosted a complimentary Zoom educational event on stress reduction. This
was a public event offered to WRF volunteer trainers and their friends and families on the benefits of SelfHelp and Family-Help Reflexology for stress reduction on easy to access reflex points found on the feet,
hands and ears. This zoom event brought 29 viewers, both with and without previous reflexology experience.
WRF’s Vice President Stefanie Sabounchian, host to the event, welcomed everyone and introduced the board members, who are also all volunteer trainers, as well as the attending WRF volunteer
trainers Quirino Ibarra, Laurie Hanna, Melanie Giangrecco and WRF volunteers and supporters Sally
Rock, Anita Melcombe and Michiyo Ando.
WRF founder and President Bill Flocco, the pioneer of WRW, introduced the viewers to a brief history of Reflexology in general, and the non-profit work that WRF does in providing workshops on SelfHelp and Family-Help Reflexology.
The hands-on presentations began with WRF board member Kathy Reynolds presenting the relaxation area of the Helix/outer ridge of the ear, the spinal reflexes, by using the technique of unfurling the
area with index finger and thumb. Kathy presented this with both demonstrating on a large plastic ear,
and on herself. The participants were encouraged to perform this on their own ears. Kathy was followed
by WRF board member Tina Meyer, who showed Tranquilizer point on the ear at the Tragus/face flap,
again using a plastic ear for reference and her own ears. After the participants were given time to work on
themselves, the focus directed to reflex points on both feet and hands.
Mitta Wise and Sara Chameides, both WRF board members, demonstrated and explained the
benefits of the Pituitary gland reflex points and Solar Plexus reflex points. The Pituitary reflex benefits
were explained by Mitta and demonstrated on a plastic foot, and then shown on the hand by Sara. Sara
followed up with an explanation of the Solar Plexus and where to find that reflex point on the hand which
was then shown by Mitta on the foot. During this presentation, the audience was able to explore these
reflex points on their own feet and hands.
Everything that was presented was summed up at the end by Stefanie who then did a Q&A session.
One of the questions posed was help for shoulder issues, which Stefanie referred to the corresponding
reflex point on the ear to find fast relief when held for longer periods of time and often. There was a special thank you to Michael Saul for technical background work, and Holly Harvey for screen shots.
In conclusion, the event was a success due to the help from the WRF volunteers, volunteer trainers,
and all the participants that made the effort to explore how to improve their lives with the work of SelfHelp Reflexology. The World Reflexology Foundation works towards educating the public with free workshops on Self-Help and Family-Help Reflexology. The volunteer trainers currently are reflexologists who
attended an in-depth training which has prepared them to present to the public. This was a wonderful and
helpful first online WRF introduction and Self-Help Reflexology workshop. We hope to offer more like this
and get the benefits of reflexology out to as many people in the world as possible.
WRF’s mission is to make it possible for everyone in the world to receive the benefits
of Reflexology by providing services and instruction in Self-Help and Family-Help Reflexology,
locally and globally, working with individuals, groups, organizations and countries.
For more information about the WRF and to learn how to become a WRF Volunteer Trainer please visit
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www.worldreflexologyfoundation.org
What attendees said about the WRF event:
“After attending the conference on Zoom last Sept. 24, I couldn't help but think of the time that I watched
a cardiologist speak on tv. She said, "Stress is 6 times greater in someone having a heart attack, than
having high cholesterol." Your Zoom conference was able to show us graphically how to remove stress. I
enjoyed the conference. Keep up the good work.” ~Al Eisenwinter
"It helped me remember where the points on my ears and my hands were. At first when Stefanie held up
the foot, I thought it was your real foot with the angle you showed it at first. I thought she was very limber. The ear and foot models were very helpful." ~Jill

“It is always a pleasure to attend. I appreciate the efforts to continuously offer ways to share the benefit of
reflexology, regardless of the obstacles that might stand in the way. The three reflexology points that
were taught on Thursday are going to be of great help to people always, but even more so in the present
situation. Thank you for making the event happen.” ~Quirino Ibarra
Bill Flocco explaining WRF and what
Reflexology is.

Kathy Reynolds explaining relaxation Mitta Wise using a plastic foot to give
reflex area on the Helix/outer ridge. a visual of the Solar Plexus reflex.

Sara Chameides using her own hand
to demonstrate where to work for
theSolar Plexus reflex on the hand.

Stefanie Sabounchian
moderating the event.
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Tina Meyer using her large plastic ear to focus
on the Tranquilizer reflex point on the Tragus/
face flap.
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NCRE NEWS
Kelly Urso, NBCR (RI)

It is with deep gratitude that NCRE wishes to
recognize and thank co-founder Brenda Makowsky, as
she retires from the board. Her vision, commitment and
steadfast dedication were instrumental in the foundation
and development of NCRE. She is a true leader who
supports the growth of the board members and will always put the good of the reflexology profession above
anything else. She will be greatly missed by the
board. Best wishes Brenda as you bring light to new
endeavors.
We welcome Jan Weal-Grubb to our board. She has been actively
involved in her state and national associations and wears many hats as a
delegate of Ohio and member of the education committee for RAA. Jan’s
amazing background will be a great asset to NCRE as she has taught clinical
and/or academia for reflexology, massage therapy, paramedic and nursing.
Currently she is an educator for the World Reflexology Foundation (bringing
self-help to people). For more on Jan please visit our website.
Please join us for the Zoom meeting Q & A – if you want to find out more about NCRE.

Welcome to NCRE- Zoom Open House
Interested in NCRE and teaching? Join us for Q & A
November 19th 8pm EST
880 9071 8005
Passcode: Education

Calling All Reflexologists
from the editor —
For the next RAA issue, please send in your
activities including photos, of course, for
World Reflexology Week.
That should give us a nice selection of fun,
interesting, and healthful activities to help
us plan for next year’s events.
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STATE NEWS
FLORIDA—FAR
Karen Ball, LMT, NBCR

At the beginning of the rampant spread of the coronavirus in the spring and its eventual invasion of
Florida, the FAR Board looked at how it might best support its members forced to shutter their businesses for a period of time. The following actions were decided upon:
* In May, all Directors took it upon themselves to place a phone call to all our members to check in on
how they were faring and listen to any fears and/or requests for support that they had.
* Membership period was extended from June 30 until the end of September.
* In July, a Zoom member meeting was held to go over safe re-opening practices and to discuss smart
ways to market the slow re-openings as ‘soft openings’ and utilize World Reflexology Week as Florida
reflexologists’ GRAND opening.
* Hand-inscribed postcards (image attached) were mailed to all members in August to let everyone know
the Board was still thinking of them and thanking those members who had renewed their memberships.
Other news:
* The 2020-2021 Board line-up was set with Karen Ball as President, Gail L. Lanning as Vice-President,
Donna Suskin as Treasurer, diane Wedge as Secretary, and Lorna Eaton, the fifth Director.
* Lorna Eaton assumed the position of Membership Chair. All applications were moved to online, and renewal letters and certificates are now being sent digitally. An option to take a bi-annual membership was
offered this year and taken up by most.
Three new benefits were added this year: Schools will be sent a slide presentation to use in their
programs that explains the national and state reflexology organizations and their roles in the field, and
how students might get involved. Individual members were sent a slide presentation that they could use
during World Reflexology Week events they might schedule, whether live or virtual, that explains the benefits of reflexology and promotes the business of the member. Members now also have the benefit of free
promotion on the FAR Facebook page for their events or practices.


The FAR Spring newsletter was published, featuring an interview with Sue Ricks. The Summer newsletter was published, featuring an interview with FAR Professional member, Sandy Martinelli.



If any of the other state associations would like to receive the FAR newsletter, please contact karenball.FAR@icloud.com

* Two virtual classes were offered to FAR members at reduced prices, one from FAR member, Laura
Norman, and the other through RAC and taught by Ko Tan.
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STATE NEWS
RHODE ISLAND—RARI
Nancy Bartlett, NBCR

Saturday, August 22, 2020 – RARI members gathered for the annual get-together/Picnic.
Member Dalia Pucci and her husband have graciously offered their Lake-side house for our gatherings
over the years. It was a beautiful day with swimming, a boat ride and yummy “potluck” goodies. The very
best part was the opportunity to spend time together ----- NO lack of conversation
We’ve all been VERY careful about social distancing, etc. – but – just couldn’t help ourselves yesterday.
Also including a picture of Melissa Whited. She is a “brand new” reflexologist and member of RARI.

Yesterday was her birthday! Once we found out, we celebrated with a ‘watermelon’ cake. (see below)
People in top photo:
Back Row: Dana Moriarty, Nora Sodeur, Melissa Whited, Karen Gorden, Dalia Pucci
Front Row: Nancy Bartlett, Dawn Franceschini, Dee D’Atri

A sign of the times: With masks.
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WISCONSIN—IRW
Lila Mueller, NBCR

Left - Lila with Jukie A. Neu
Center - Diane Mayer
Right - Renee K. Gielow and Michele C. Reilly with Lila.
Editor’s correction: The editor apologizes for mis-naming the above new reflexologists in the Summer issue.

State Representative Robert Brooks
presented a Citation by the Senate
to the Integrated Reflexologists of
Wisconsin, Inc. on September 21st
recognizing World Reflexology
Week, the Integrated Reflexologists
of Wisconsin and Reflexology in
Wisconsin.
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RAA Affiliates & Delegates
STATE

DELEGATES

STATE

DELEGATES

YOUR STATE

YOUR NAME

YOUR STATE

YOUR NAME

Alaska - AKRA

Chloe Clark-Berry
Marta Tuck

Arizona - AZRA

Looking for delegates

Tom Maxon
Bill Moore
Ohio - RAO
Cheryl Burke, DA Secretary

Georgia - GRO

Janice Healy
Rayann Larsen

Oregon - ORN

Cindy Rice
Looking for another delegate.

Iowa - RAIA

Looking for delegates

Rhode Island - RARI

Barbara Heavey-Hodson
Dana Moriarty

Maine - MCR

Lisa McNeil
Karen Tibbetts

Wisconsin - IRW

Alison Gima
Donna Mumm

Massachusetts - MAR

diane Wedge, DAC
Laurie Hanna

Unaffiliated States
MN, NH, ND, TN, WA

Linda Frank (WA)

DA Advisor

Alison Gingras (ME)

Unaffiliated States
CA, IL, NJ, PA, TX

Cheryl Boerger (CA)

DA Liaison

Melody Pearson (IL)

The Reflexology Association of America has been serving the needs of its members
since 1995 when forward thinking leaders came together to form a non-profit member association
dedicated to unifying all reflexologists for the recognition, excellence
and professional strength of Reflexology.

Insurance Companies Offering Discounts to RAA
Members
Insurance Provider

Associated Bodywork & Massage Pro-

Massage Magazine

Contact Information

www.abmp.com
1-800-458-2267
Call for RAA discount!

www.massagemagins.co
m/RAA
1-800-222-1110

Part-time Professional
(under 20 hours per week)

$175.00

$149.00

Professional

$175.00

$149.00
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RAA MEMBER SCHOOL LISTINGS
State

School Name

Email

Website

Phone

CA

American Academy of Reflexology

aareflex@aol.com

FL

Academy of Ancient Reflexology

Admin
academyofancientreflexology.com
@academyofancientreflexology.com

(904) 553-4067

classes@lauranorman.com

lauranorman.com

(561) 272-1220

edu@TheStoneInstitute.org

thestoneinstitute.org

(636) 724-8686

FL, NY, MA Laura Norman Reflexology

Americanacademyofreflexology.com (818) 841-7741

MO

The Stone Institute

NC

The Academy of Reflective Wellness CyndiHill@att.net

theacademyofreflectivewellness.
blogspot.com

(704) 636-4153

OH

Reflexology Certification Institute

Debbie@ReflexologyCenter.com

reflexologycenter.com

(614) 565-1047

OR

Jill Fox Healing Arts

jill@jillfoxhealing.com

jillfoxhealing.com

(541) 261-4204

PA

Brauer Institute for Holistic Medicine
Reflexology

dorit@doritbrauer.com

www.brauerinstitute.com

(412) 489-5100

WA

Seattle Reflexology

Lois.E.Hensell@gmail.com

Seattle-Reflexology.com

(206) 284-8389

WI

Ray of Hope Academy

ROHES2011@gmail.com

rayofhopereflexology.com

(414) 436-4673

To receive your magazines and your referrals, be sure to go online
regularly to check that your RAA information is current.
You are also able to pay your dues online.

State

Business Name

Email

Website

Phone

CO

Golden Flower Health Clinic

Goldenflowerhealthclinic@gmail.com www.GoldenFlowerPueblo.com (719) 676-2245

GB

Sue Ricks

office@suericks.com
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ADVERTISING and ARTICLE INFORMATION

GUIDELINES FOR WRITTEN ARTICLES:

• Articles written by RAA members take precedence over non-members.
• Limit of two articles per issue from any one author.
• Research articles are limited to two or three pages. Links can be inserted so that readers may read more, if desired.
• Articles must be educational in nature, designed to be informative and related to the practice of reflexology. Articles focused on selfpromotion will be rejected or returned for re-write. Authors will be given credit with contact information at the end of the article. Authors
warrant that they are the originator of the article and give rights to the Reflexology Association of America to re-produce the article in
Reflexology Across America and/or on the RAA Facebook page. RAA reserves the right to edit, accept or reject any materials submitted for
brevity, clarity/relevance and/or accuracy.
• Although it is understood that book reviews will be written from the personal opinion of the reviewer, it is agreed that the review will be
written without prejudice or bias towards the subject and/or the author of the book. Reviewer will describe the value inherent in the
book’s content as well as perceived shortcomings.
• State association reports and photos are limited to one page.
• Photos submitted to accompany articles must be provided as 300dpi.

Magazine publishing dates:
Summer issue – mailed first week of July

Deadlines for Submission
of Articles and Advertising:
Summer issue – May 20

Fall issue – mailed first week of October

Fall issue – August 20

Winter issue – mailed first week of January

Winter issue – November 20
Spring issue – February 20

ADVERTISING RATES:

Articles and/or ads received after the submission deadline for the intended issue will appear in the following issue, if it is still timely for the
advertiser’s needs.
*** Ads must be in camera-ready format in tiff , Jpeg, or png format by
publication deadline. NO PDFS.

Members:

Page dimensions:

Full page: B/W $150 – Color - $180
Half page: B/W $75 – Color - $90
Quarter page: B/W $40 – Color - $48
Business card: B/W $25 – Color - $30
Flyer Insert - $155/1 side - $280/2 sides

Full Page: (9.75” x 7”)
Half Page: (4.75” x 7”)
Quarter Page: (3.5” x 4.75”)
Business Card: (2.25” x 3.5”)

Non-members:
Full page: B/W $195 – Color - $234
Half page: B/W $98 – Color - $118
Quarter page: B/W $52 – Color - $62
Business card: B/W $33 – Color - $40
Flyer Insert - $364

Requirements for ads:
• Ads must be camera-ready in png, Jpeg, or tiff format. Minor
changes to existing ads are charged a $25 design fee.
• Forward ads to InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org
• RAA reserves the right to edit any and/or refuse any advertisements for any reason without explanation.

RAA Returned Check Policy ~ All returned checks will be charged a $25 processing fee. Complimentary ¼ page B/W ads are extended to ARCB, ICR and Affiliated State Association conferences and events; and workshops conducted in conjunction with the above organizations, wherein the workshop presenter
donates a portion of the receipts to the Association.
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STATE PRESIDENTS’ CIRCLE
Mark your calendars now!
On behalf of the RAA President, Debbie Hitt and the RAA Affiliation Chair,
Cyndi Hill, we would like to invite the Presidents to attend the State Association
Presidents teleconference meetings scheduled for the following dates.
The purpose of the meetings is to have an open forum of sharing of ideas,
areas of assistance; i.e., 501c6 vs 501c3, taxes, etc.
We would love to have you join us! Reach out to Cyndi Hill for more
detailed information at cyndihill@reflexology-usa.org.

Every two months on the Third Sunday at 8 pm ET.
Nov. 15, 2020 08:00 PM
Jan. 17, 2021 08:00 PM
Mar. 21, 2021 08:00 PM
May 16, 2021 08:00 PM

IMPORTANT RAA EMAIL CONTACTS
Information - InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org
President - RAAPres@reflexology-usa.org
Vice President - RAAVP@reflexology-usa.org
Treasurer - RAATreasurer@reflexology-usa.org
State Affiliation - RAAaffiliationChair@reflexology-usa.org
Public Relations - RAAPublicRelations@reflexology-usa.org
Conference/Events - RAAEvents@reflexology-usa.org

Membership - RAAMembershipChair@reflexology-usa.org
Education - RAAEducationChair@reflexology-usa.org
Legislation - RAALegislationChair@reflexology-usa.org
Website - RAAWebsiteChair@reflexology-usa.org
Magazine - RAAMagazineEditor@reflexology-usa.org
Ethics and Grievances - RAAEthicsandGrievance@reflexology-usa.org
Delegate Assembly Coordinator - RAADelegateCoordinator@reflexology-usa.org
Bookkeeper - RAABookkeeper@reflexology-usa.org
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Published by:
Reflexology Association of America
1809 Rutledge, Madison, WI 53704-5542
InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org
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